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NTF optimizes operational 
costs using mobiVUE 
warehouse management 
system 

NTF India is a leading manufacturer,developer and supplier of engineering plastic and 
composite parts focused on deliveringinnovative products and solutions to the automotive 
industry at large. Effectivemanagement of raw materials and finished goods at their 
warehouse is a criticalcomponent of their success. 

How do you accurately trace movement of items in your warehouse using a manual piecemeal, 
error-prone approach? For NTF, the process was previously very slow and unorganized.At any 
given day, week or month, the NTF warehouse management team would be struggling with 
problems in managing and controlling item movement across various parts of the warehouse, 
tracking items stored in multiple locations across the warehouse. On top of it, they had almost 
no control over inventory and were dependent on paper-based/manual methods of data 
recording. Since NTF manufactures auto components which are directly used by OEMs in 
prproduction line, ensuring that the accurate material goes to the manufacturing floor is critical 
for their tsuccess.They desperately needed an end-to-end traceability of their warehouse 
operations.

Why mobiVUE warehouse management system

About NTF

Challenges

NTF was looking for a comprehensive traceability solution that could provide complete 
control and visibility of item movement and data to the store managers, in real-time. This 
meant proper streamlining of each warehouse activity, inventory management, stock 
checks, tracking and tracing of issuance and movement of all machines, moulds and 
materials.They chose BCI's mobiVUE, state-of-the-art warehouse management system. 
mobiVUE warehouse management system comfortably handles complex inventory 
challenges and offers accurate visibility of operational data captured through mobility 
dedevices in the warehouse. Moreover, BCIL'.s solutions consulting experience of over 23 
years in supply chain operations coupled with a comprehensive solution stack inclusive 
of AIDC hardware and ERP integrations added tremendous confidence in their choice. 



An integrated warehouse management system enabled smarter,
faster and easier control of the warehouse leading to signiöcant
savings of time, reduction in operational expenses and eföciency
of scale.

Using an integrated approach for managing warehouse operations, the solution
comprised of the following features:

The solutions

Through mobiVUE warehouse management system, BCI implemented a desktop and device based 
comprehensive traceability system at NTF.

With mobiVUE WMS we were able to see visible reduction in operational costs. We can 
now completely track and trace all items in the RM warehouse which helps us efficiently 
manage resources within the warehouses. In addition, with mobiVUE WMS' seamless 
integration with our ERP, we have complete control of all transaction and inventory data 
in real-time.
 
- Kanti Kumar, General Manager IT Corp.
NNTF India Pvt. Ltd

With the requisites in place, implementation was easily completed. mobiVUE warehouse 
management system ensured every item was validated and verified at each stage/process in the 
warehouse right from receiving, to quality check, putaway, picking, issuance and dispatch. mobiVUE  
facilitated much more efficient utilization of storage space in the warehouse.

Unique identity to each item in the warehouse using serialized barcode labels
printed on all packets 

Immediate flags/alerts raised at any stage in the case of errors

Seamless integration with NTF ERP (SAP) to enable transaction data, inventory
data and other pertinent reports instantly available to all stakeholders

User management module to offer controlled access to each user and prevent
any chances of data integrity violationany chances of data integrity violation

Handling of complex shape and size of material

Using barcode serialization, NTF could intelligently track and trace each
and every item that went IN and OUT of the warehouse

Using MRP based inventory management, NTF now had nearly 100% control 
and visibility of inventory allowing them to go lean on inventory pile-up

mobiVUE warehouse management system  ensured accessibility of all forms 
of data in real-time right from the point of activity. The interactive user 
interface supported instant generation of reports to drive immediate and 
future business insights

Verification and validation of items at every stage ensured better inventory
management, stock checks, process control

Using mobiVUE warehouse management system, NTF ensured huge savings 
in time, labor and inventory costs..
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